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Melbourne Shade Systems Drop Arm
Awnings are the perfect solution for upstairs
windows and doorways, designed to
withstand high winds and adverse weather.
They are fitted externally around a window
frame and consist of a retractable blind made
from canvas or mesh fabric and attached to a
frame with arms that pivot halve way down
the window, attached to the external wall.
Highly versatile and suitable for windows that
face any direction.
When the awning is partially extended, it
provides protection from overhead sun (north
facing windows) whilst still retaining a view to
the outside. When the awning is fully
extended it covers the entire window and
provides protection from the sun at low angles
(east or west). The lengths of the arms are
approximately half the drop of the awning.
Various types of fabric from Traditional
Canvas to Acrylic Canvas and Shade Mesh in
many colours and patterns to choose from.
SHOWROOM

Geared operation with crank handle or
motorised with Somfy motor and remote
control and Sun sensor to keep your home
cool even when you are not in the house.
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Arms and hooding
can be powder
coated to match the
existing colours

Melbourne Shade Systems Twin-Drop
Arm Awnings are the perfect solution
for Garden windows.
Designed with two pairs of drop arms
that hold the awning fabric further
out from the window ensuring your
view is maximised.
Also ideal shade system over bi-fold
doors allowing doors to be open while
fully shaded from the morning or
evening sun.
quoting jobs has its own little everyday’s rewards
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